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Abstract: Systems with dynamic topology are widely used in various fields. The widest area of use-is
telecommunications. The existing information transmission systems with the dynamic network topology 
have a small dimension topology at low movement speed of nodes. Topology dimension and node 
movement speed increase leads to the poor quality of information transfer. The paper presents the results of 
research, aimed at the creation of theoretical frameworks for building networks with dynamic topology,
oriented to transportation facilities service. The essence of theoretical propositions is the representation of 
topological changes in the form of an evolving graph. The simulation results showed the developed
theoretical propositions performance for objects at a speed of 80 km / h The results of the studies were used 
in the creation of software for the design and modeling of data networks with dynamic topology structure
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INTRODUCTION

At  present,  there  is  an  intensive  development
of the infocommunication systems (ICS) development 
direction with dynamic network topology (DNT),
which provides data transfer directly between moving 
objects (people, cars, larger vehicles).

An example of the ICS with DNT became the
MANET (Mobile Ad hoc Networks) [1] and the
VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) [2] systems. The 
main construction technology advantage of MANET 
and VANET is the rapid deployment of systems in a 
given area and the information channels organization 
directly between mobile nodes in the network, allowing 
you to create infocommunication systems for vehicle 
objects service. At the present stage of development in 
MANET and VANET there are difficulties in ensuring 
the quality requirements of the traffic QoS (Quality of 
Service), based on time delay and information packet 
loss probability while providing voice and video
communication service for many users. Failure to
comply with the requirements of QoS makes it difficult 
to use the principles of MANET and VANET in ICS 
constructing for highways maintenance. As described in 
the papers [2-4] MANET and VANET treated as a
separate class of ICS. MANET and VANET network 
and link layer protocols developed anew. The
principles, laid down in the MANET, distributed on 
ICS with an area of deployment in the range of 2-3 s. 
km. at a  data  rate  between  nodes within 512 kbit/s. 
One of the next stages of communication systems 
development  is  to  provide  quality  services  at 

transport  facilities,  with  a  data  rate  of  2 Mbit/s and 
the subsequent integration with public networks.
Implementation of the MANET and VANET principles 
into the structure of public communication systems
requires the development of new or upgrading existing 
software on the telecommunications networks study and 
construction. New programs or modules for the ICS 
design complexes for transport service should be based 
on special algorithms and mathematical models. These 
algorithms and models have to ensure the creation and 
study of ICS with DNT, having deployment zone
comparable to the area of transport routes, such as 
water or railroad tracks [5].

Study purpose: Development of mathematical models, 
algorithms and programs based on the use of efficient 
numerical methods to evaluate the performance of
large-scale communication systems with dynamic
network topology. 

Analysis of topological system models: To describe 
the ground ICS with DNT (MANET) using models
based on the theory of random graphs [6-8]. Models
describe the movement of a network node as a random
process, where the speed, direction and time of starting 
points are selected randomly from the feasible set of 
values and the probability of the communication
channel occurrence depends on the distance between 
two points. As a result, the routing protocols being 
developed to work in the conditions, created by the 
model, are forced to "follow" the state of the topology 
by updating the information about the state of the routes 
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across the network or to control the routes by which 
information is transmitted. As a result increasing the 
delay for data packet transfer up to 3-5 seconds (at a 
rate of 0.3 sec.) Due to collisions in the link layer, due 
to the use of random mu ltiple access traffic losses 
occur. As a result, the probability of packet loss is 80-
90% at a rate of not more than 0.1%.

To describe the ICS space with DNT, we use the 
model of discrete time (MDT) [9, 10]. These systems
provide high data transfer rate, to comply with on-time
delivery and the risk to lose data packets. However, 
with the help of MDT we can describe only space 
communications systems. Since MDT is the network 
topology as a recurrent series of S states, separated by 
an interval of constant, length ∆t = T/S, where T the 
topological grouping states repeat period. Each state is 
represented as a static graph G = (V, E), where V-
vertices and E-the edges of the graph. Routing tables 
are calculated for the graphs, which are sent by
satellites. In the future, the routing table is used as the 
occurrence of certain points in time. Given the model 
"binding" to a graph with a constant number of vertices 
and edges, the model is not suitable to describe the ICS 
with DNT, in which the change in the structural
composition and the prediction of the structural
composition of the network is difficult. The forecasting 
difficulty is due to the fact that ground moving objects 
influence stochastic factors more than artificial
satellites.

Taking into account the above analysis, further 
studies are focused on the mathematical models,
algorithms and software development for studying ICS 
with DNT, which is provided for the transfer of high-
speed multiservice traffic. Formally, the statement of 
the problem of creating a telecommunication system
should be presented in the form of:

Cost[T{V,E}] min→ (1)

where Cost-cost function, under the constraint 

}{}]},{[{ normPEVTP ⊂ (2)

where T-topology of ICS with DNT, V-nodes, E-
channels of communication, P-the set of parameters by 
which to assess the operation of the system, Pnorm-
standards to be met when providing ICS while
providing communications services.

During  the  development  of  mathematical
models  and  algorithms  it  is  appropriate  to  the use 
the efficient numerical methods for the required
parameters calculation, as their use simplifies the
software  interpretation  and  provides  high  speed 
tasks solution.

Development of mathematical models and
algorithms for the systems with dynamic network 
topology study: A formal description of the
telecommunication system topology change process is 
invited to submit written as [11, 12]:

0 1 k{G( t)} G( t ) G( t ) ... G( t )∆ = ∆ → ∆ → → ∆ (3)

where nt∆ - the system stationary state time and 

consttn ≠∆ , k - the number of states, {G ( nt∆ )} - graph 
describing the state of the network, topology changes 
are represented as a sequence of static graphs. Graphs 

)( ntG ∆  and )( 1+∆ ntG  different from each other in 

increments ),( EpVg :

),()()( 1 EpVgtGtG nn ∪∆=∆ − , (4)
where Ep - edges that are added (or excluded) by 
increments ),( EpVg .

With the expressions (3 and 4) ICS topology,
comprising mobile network nodes [11]

)},({),()},({ ttstatstatstat
o
t

o
t EVG?VGEVGo ∆∆∆∆ ∪= ,          (5)

Where ),( statstatstat ?VG - graph that describes the 

subsystem static part totality, statV -stationary nodes 

connected by communication channels stat? ,

),( tt EVG ∆∆
 graph that describes the subsystem

dynamic part totality, tV∆
- moving nodes,

tE∆
-

channels of communication between mobile nodes and 
stationary nodes.  The topology of ICS changes
discretely, the duration of the discrete state is ∆t.

A mathematical model for the evaluation of ICS is 
represented as:

i iA(t) [f({x},{h},t),c({w},t)]=Ψ (6)

where  f({xi}, {hj},t)-analytical  model  component
used to calculate the mobile and stationary nodes 
interaction time, {xi}-input actions (moving object i
parameters), {h}-the internal characteristics of the
system (the parameters of the binding nodes), c({bi},t)-
simulation   component   of   the  model  is  designed 
for  the  evaluation  of  ICS  taking  into  account 
external influences, {wi}-external impact on the system 
(traffic, etc.). 

Output model A(t)-a decision on the validity of the 
project, has two values "1"-the project passed and "0"-
the project does not pass.

The analytical model component output - is a set 
of "opening" and "closing" times of the channels
between the nodes:
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},{)},{},({ coji TTthxf = (7)

To determine the values co TT ,  it is convenient to use 
the D-scheme modeling, based on the description of 
displacement unit with the differential equations, which 
are widely used in the ship or train movement
modeling. After solving the equations array, expression 
(7) takes the form:
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where n-number of rows, m-number of columns of the 
matrix.
where n-number of rows, m-number of columns of the 
matrix. In general, a root of the equation-a complex
number of the form: t = a+ib. If the imaginary part of t 
b≠0-objects did not interact, if the a≥0 and b = 0 and 
an< an+1, then an-the start of interaction, an+1-the end of 
interaction, if a≤0 and b = 0, then the objects began to 
interact prior to the experiment and if the reaction time 
goes the real part, then for the opening time of the 
channel take 0.

After it, the ICS traffic transfer process simulation 
is made with the topology changes, described by (8). 
According to the results, comparison with the quality 
norms of the system is performed, if the system meets 
the standards, then A(t) = 1, otherwise A(t) = 0:

{u} {U},1
A(t)

{u} {U},0
⊂

=  ⊃
(9)

where {u}-a set of the ICS performance indicators,
derived from research and {U}-set of normalized
characteristics of ICS (e.g., QoS evaluation
parameters).

A limitation to the use of models to assess the ICS 
is presence in the ICS of deterministic access to the 
channel resource:

nt V {q} {Q}∀∆ ∧ ∀ ∃ ⊂ (10)

where {q}-set of channels, needed to serve the mobile 
nodes in the network at a given location of ICS
deployment area, {Q}-the set of available channels at a 
given location of ICS deployment area.

When the mobile node passes the stationary
repeater (SR) coverage or other mobile node,
probability of establishing a connection between them 
(nodes i and j) should be lower than availability factor
KΓOT, which is selected similarly as wireless channels, 
used in a ICS static topology:

rij KEp ≥)( (11)

From formulas (7-8) dynamic topology is
represented as static in which the "opening" and 
"closing" of channels at specific times. ICS with DNT 
performance condition is to provide network graph 
connectivity in moments of information transfer route 
change. If you change the topological state, changes 
routes between individual network nodes.

Analytical model component for ICS evaluation 
makes a transition from the ICS topology change in the 
"space" (by changing the positions of the nodes,
relative to one another) to change the topology in the 
"time" (due to the "opening" and "closing" of
communication channels between the network nodes). 
Analytical model component for ICS evaluation allows 
formally introducing ICS with DNT as a subsystem of 
the traditional ICS and using the routing principles, 
applied in existing ICS. 

Check of the model adequacy was carried out to 
evaluate the ICS by Fisher, as the estimated parameter 
we used information package transmission delay from 
"end to end", compared the results of the classical 
method of calculation and the results obtained in an 
experiment using the developed model. At a
significance level a = 0,05, the number of freedom
degrees of k1 = 6 and k2 = 5 185,1=vF , and 95,4=kF ,

given that kv FF <  there is no reason to reject the null 
hypothesis that the mo del adequately describes the 
topology of ICS.

For convenient of the ICS evaluation model use, 
ICS with DNT performance evaluation algorithm is
developed (Fig. 1). The essence of the algorithm
consists in the joint use of analytical tools and
simulation, thereby reducing the time of study,
depending on the parameters in 2-3 times in comparison 
with existing methods based on the use of the
simulation.

Taking into account that, at the present time, for 
the introduction of ICS with DNT greatest practical
interest is in inland waterways and railways, practical 
recommendations for evaluating ICS with DNT,
specific to their building along the water or rail
transport routes, were developed.

When using antennas with omni-directional timing 
channel, resource use is made by means of the ICS 
analytical component evaluating model (7,8).

The solution of equations - ot  opening time and ct
- communication channels between mobile and
stationary nodes and fixed repeaters closing time.
Further, it scans for the network topology connectivity 
in moments of moving nodes transition from the
adjacent stationary repeaters service area :
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Fig. 1: Algorithm for evaluating the performance of ICS with DNT

1+
>

joc tt (12)

where j-number of adjacent stationary repeaters.
If the condition (12) fails, the initial data is

corrected, increasing the size of the service area, or 
change the location of the steady-state repeaters. If the 
condition (12) holds, by means of simulation, we study 
the traffic tranferring process in the remaining
topologies. Then compared the results with the
established standards for the quality of multiservice
traffic. If there is an abnormality, the first involves the 
exchange of protocols, network management and / or 
traffic parameters are adjusted. If the replacement
protocol does not achieve the desired effect, initial data 
on the topology and network equipment is corrected.

If, after checking for compliance of simulation
results with QoS standards, several topologies left, then 
to make a decision about the readiness of the project we 
carry out the assessment. According to the results of the 
expert assessment, the ready project is one, which 
receives the highest score.

In assessing the quality of ICS with DNT, using 
sector antennas with directional pattern selection of the 
fixed repeaters correct parameters (SR) is defined by:

2
_

1
1_ __ iSiS RwRj tt <
+

(13)

where 2
__ iSRw

t - moment of time, when out of the 

antenna i sector range, located at jSR , 1
1__ +iSRj

t  point 

in time of the entrance to the range of the antenna 
sector 1+i , located at jSR

In case a mobile node is out from the range area 

jSR  to the coverage area 1+jSR , (12) takes the form:

j
iS

j
iS RwRj

tt
_

1
1_ __
<+

+
(14)

where j
iSRwt __ - moment of time, when out of the

antenna i sector range, located at jSR , 1
1__ +
+

j
iSRw

t  point 

in time of the entrance to the range of the antenna 
sector i, located at 1+jSR

For the times of opening a channel between the 
mobile node and the stationary relay accepted:

),max( _1

o
msR

o
Ro ttt m= (15)

where o
Rmt - time entering the zone of direct visibility 

of a given SR o
R ms

t
_

1 - time entry into the zone of the 

first antenna sector, located on a given stationary
repeater, m - number of SR.

For the channel closing moments of time between 
the mobile and the fixed node is taken:

),min(
_

c

msR

c

Rc nm ttt = (16)

where
c

Rmt - time entering the zone of stationary 

repeater direct 0x1 c
R msnt

_
- time entry into the zone of 
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the antenna first sector, located on a stationary repeater, 
m - number of predetermined fixed repeater, n - number 
of the last antenna sector, antenna complex, at
stationary node.

The relations (13) and (14) show that during
mobile node transferring from one sector to another of
given stationary repeater, network connectivity of the 
graph is not broken and relations (15) and (16) show the 
beginning of a real interaction between the mobile
nodes with a given stationary repeater. The correct 
choice of the adjacent stationary repeaters location is 
determined by the condition (12), in the event of failure 
of condition (12) initial data is corrected. If condition 
(12) is satisfied, with topologies produce similar
operation same as during omnidirectional antennas use. 

The sufficient condition for the correctness of the 
choice of distances between adjacent stationary
repeaters (SR) should refer the duration of the time 
interval, required for the mobile node transmission from 
SRj to SRj+1 :

pkum ttt += d (17)

where dt - time for reliable assessment of signal
quality depending on the movable node movement,

pkut - time spent by network management system for 

making a decision on the mobile node transfer from SRj
to SRj+1,or switching of neighboring antennas on SRj.

In general, the expression (17) is similar to the 
definition of time management decision for handover as 
described in [13].

Thus, prt  transition time from the mobile node 

SRj to SRj+1should be in the range:

)(
1prm jj co tttt −<<
+

(18)

Thus, the formulas (12-16)- the conditions of
necessity and the formulas (17.18)- the conditions of 
adequacy to ensure network connectivity to mobile
node transition points between adjacent repeaters.

The developed mathematical model of ICS
evaluation, forms the decision on the fitness or
unfitness of ICS to cover a given service area.
Analytical model component translates changes in the 
topology of the system from the spatial domain to the 
time domain, which allows ICS with both static and 
dynamic network topologies described as a single unit. 
ICS with DNT quality assessment algorithm reduces 
the   research  system  time,  depending  on  the  system 
operating conditions in an average of 2.5 times in 
comparison with existing algorithms. 

The study of the network nodes movements effects 
on the quality of transmitted traffic in ICS with
DNT: The  basis  of  the  program  work  is  developed 

algorithm for estimating the quality of ICS with DNT 
(Fig. 1). The developed programs "Program for
calculating the access time to the channel resource in 
the system due to the dynamic topology of the network" 
(for the river and the railroad tracks) [14] and "System 
simulation of the dynamic topology of the network"
(for sea routes) [15] produce the matrix formation of a 
"opening "and" closing" of communication channels 
between the network nodes. Matrix of "opening" and 
"closing" of communication channels used for further 
studies using ICS software package Network Simulator 
2.33 (NS-2) [16]. The NS-2 reproduced the work of 
network nodes, communication channels and protocols, 
responsible for the reliability of delivery and route
information transmission, channel resource distribution. 
The input programs are fed location coordinates of 
nodes, the characteristics of the transceiver equipment, 
traffic parameters and protocol types and produces a 
quantitative results of the experiment-the chance of 
losing data packet, packet delay from end to end.
During the experiment, the network real-time traffic is 
transmitted at a rate of from 0.5 to 32 Mbit / s, the 
velocity of the moving network nodes ranged from 20 
to 80 km / h

During MANET systems simulation (analog)
probabilistic methods used to access the transmission 
medium and the routing protocol used in the systems of 
this class. Study of MANET shows them practically 
unusable for high-speed transmission of multimedia
traffic as by the possibility of losing data packets and 
by the information packet delay from end to end.

During the ICS with DNT simulation, developed, 
taking into account the provisions of the (3-8)
limitations (10,11) and the algorithm shown in Fig. 1, 
used the principles of dynamic routing. 

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3. 
Graphs analysis of data packet transmission delay 

(Fig. 2) and the probability of data packet loss rate from 
information transferring speed (Fig. 3) shows that if the 
mobile node moves at a speed of 20 to 80 km / h and at 
a traffic rate is 0.5 up to 32 Mbit / s, considered ICS is 
suitable for providing real-time traffic data and
conventional data packet delay standards. According to 
the packet loss probability norms ICS is suitable for 
transmitting real-time traffic. 

For normal data traffic transport, layer protocols
are required to guarantee delivery of packets. A
comparison   with   the  results  of  MANET  simulation 
shows that the ICS with DNT, developed, taking into 
account the provisions of (3-8), constraints 10,11 and 
the algorithm (Fig. 1) provides the data transfer
requirements of QoS. Representation of the structural 
changes to the ICS in DNT as a sequence of static 
graphs (3-8) with the constraints (10.11) allows you to 
use the principles of dynamic routing and deterministic
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Fig. 2: Graph of data packet transmission delay dependence from sender to receiver due the data transfer rate

Fig. 3: Graph of the data packet loss probability from the data transfer rate

access to the channel resource-oriented public ICS. This
simplifies the integration of static and dynamic
structural components of the ICS.

Graphs analysis of data packet transmission delay 
(Fig.  2)  and the  probability  of  data  packet loss   rate
from   information   transferring   speed  (Fig.  3)
shows  that  if  the  mobile  node  moves  at  a speed of 
20 to 80 km / h and at a traffic rate is 0.5 up to 32 Mbit 
/ s, considered ICS is suitable for providing real-time
traffic   data   and   conventional   data  packet  delay
standards.  According to  the  packet loss probability
norms  ICS  is  suitable  for  transmitting real-time
traffic.

For normal data traffic transport, layer protocols 
are required to guarantee delivery of packets. A
comparison with the results of MANET simulation
shows that the ICS with DNT, developed, taking into 
account the provisions of (3-8), constraints 10,11 and 
the algorithm (Fig. 1) provides the data transfer
requirements of QoS. Representation of the structural 

changes to the ICS in DNT as a sequence of static 
graphs (3-8) with the constraints (10.11) allows you to 
use the principles of dynamic routing and deterministic 
access to the channel resource-oriented public ICS. This 
simplifies the integration of static and dynamic
structural components of the ICS.

The exp eriments demonstrate the possibility of
using the dynamic routing principles, targeted to
existing ICS of general use in ICS with DNT.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of mathematical models of network
topology  ICS  with  DNT  showed  that  the  model, 
based on the theory of random graphs, are not
applicable for the description of ICS with the topology 
of large-scale and providing the transmission of real-
time traffic, since the protocols developed, based on 
them, do not provide the traffic flow with the standards
of  quality,  for  speed   traffic   is   not  greater  than 0.5 
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Mbit/s and model-oriented description of space
communication  systems,  require  periodic  repetition 
of ICS topological states;

A mathematical model to evaluate the ICS is
developed, that allows you to create a decision on the 
ICS validity or non-validity to cover a given service 
area. Its analytical component allows to translate
changes in the topology of the space domain system to 
the time, that allows ICS with both static and dynamic 
network topologies, consider as a whole and to use 
existing routing principles, focused on ICS, with a static 
topology. The adequacy of the models tested by Fisher, 
the calculation of which showed that the 185,1=vF ,

while the norm 95,4=kF , thus, the null hypothesis is 
not refuted.

An algorithm for evaluating the performance of
ICS with DNT was developed, which consists in the 
sequential use of analytical tools, simulation and expert 
asses sment, thereby reducing the time to study ICS with 
DNT on average 2.5 times in comparison with existing 
algorithms

Evaluation of ICS traffic parameters, depending on 
the speed of the network nodes, using the developed 
software has determined that the speed range of mobile 
nodes from 0 to 80 km / h in ICS with DNT provides 
data transfer rate up to 32 Mbit / s, while the network 
meet parameters of QoS, applicable to real-time traffic.

Performed analysis of the DNT use effectiveness 
for vehicle service facilities, such as a riverboat or train, 
has shown that in comparison with the established 
space communication systems, the cost of channels rent 
are reduced by an average of 2.5 times, the cost of 
system deployment is reduced about 25%.
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